CENTRE AVE

The Centre Avenue Corridor Redevelopment Plan is a chance for the community to write the next chapter in the Hill District’s rich and storied history. Help evolveEA imagine a vision for the future of Centre Ave!

Funding for this project was provided (in part) by the Design Center through the Design Fund program, which offers grants and technical support to procure and effectively utilize design and planning services for community benefit.

Visit each station and return this brochure for a chance to win!

☐ 1. COME TO CENTRE AVE!
   [evolveEA - photo]

☐ 2. COMMUNITY ASSETS
   [evolveEA - street elevations]

☐ 3. UDREAM STATIONS
   Stop & Stay Spaces
   DREAM Units
   Artist Housing
   Authentic Replication
   Pocket Housing & Micro-Units

STATION ONE
Fill out a sheet and tell us your vision for the future of Centre Ave!

[It’s 2020...] What would YOU come to DO on CENTRE AVE?

I would come to...

STATION TWO
Fill out the post-its and place them on the elevations!

Places that are important to ME

Places that are important to the COMMUNITY

Places that could be IMPROVED

NAME:
EMAIL:
PHONE: